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Problem Set 4 Due Friday May 30, 2008

In this homework we consider steady spatial periodic patterns described by the real Ginzburg-Landau
equation

∂T A = ∂2
XA + µA− |A|2A. (1)

1. Phase Dynamics of Steady Patterns
Consider small, long-wave modulations of a periodic solution of (1)

A = R(ξ, τ)eiQX+iεφ(ξ,τ) where ξ = εX, τ = ε2T. (2)

(a) In analogy to the derivation of the phase equation for oscillations performed in class, expand
R = R0 + εR1 + . . . and φ = φ0 + εφ1 + . . . and derive an evolution equation for the phase
φ0(ξ, τ).

(b) Determine the stability limit of the periodic solution with respect to such long-wave mod-
ulations.

2. Phase Equation and Solvability Condition
In the derivation of the phase equation in problem 1 it does not become clear that the phase
equation arises from a solvability condition that is due to the translation symmetry of the system.
In this problem you establish this connection.

(a) Linearize (1) around a general solution A = A0(X, T ), i.e. writing A = A0(X, T )+εA1(X, T )
determine the evolution equation for A1 at O(ε), LA1 = 0.

(b) By taking the derivative of (1) with respect to X show that ∂XA0 satisfies L ∂XA0 = 0,
implying that the operator L is singular. Assuming A0 is time-independent, A0 = A0(X),
show that therefore the mode A1(X, T ) = ∂XA0e

σT has vanishing growth rate, σ = 0. This
slow mode is called the translation mode. Would the growth rate still vanish if µ depended
on X, i.e. for µ = µ(X)?

(c) Considering a solution A0 = ReiQX with R and Q constant, show that L(iA0) = 0, i.e. iA0

is a translation mode. Expanding A in (2) in ε show that φ is related to the translation
mode.

3. Side-Band Instabilities of Steady Patterns
Perform a linear stability analysis of the solution A = ReiQX of (1) using the ansatz

A = eiQX
(
R + εa+eσT eiKX + εa∗−eσ∗T e−iKX

)
where ε is small.

(a) Show that σ is real and that one of the two growthrates is always negative when R > 0.

(b) For given k find the stability limit, i.e. find the value of µ for which σ = 0.
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(c) Show that when µ is varied from the stable regime into the unstable regime the instability
always sets in first at infinitesimal values of k: it is a long-wave instability.
Note: in more general settings the instability can also set in at a finite modulation wavenum-
ber.

(d) Compute the relevant growthrate σ for small k and compare it to the result of the growth
rate of long-wave modulations as obtained by the phase equation.
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